**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**
wear their tassels on the RIGHT (orange tassel)

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**
wear their tassels on the LEFT (black tassel)

**MASTER OF ENGINEERING**
wear their tassels on the LEFT (black tassel)

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**
wear their tassels on the LEFT (gold tassel)

**FACULTY**
wear their tassels on the LEFT (gold tassel)

**Gold Fourragère (latin honor cords)**
worn by undergraduate students eligible for cum laude, magna cum laude, or summa cumma laude honors.

---

**TASSELS**

---

**HOODS**

NO hoods!

**YES,** hood with **golden yellow velvet.** Please wear it at student line up. Velvet goes on top and is buttoned to the second shirt button. There is also a button in the back to connect. **The lower back portion should be flared as shown.**

**YES,** hood with **orange yellow velvet.** Please wear it at student line up. Velvet goes on top and is buttoned to the second shirt button. There is also a button in the back to connect. **The lower back portion should be flared as shown.**

**YES,** hood with **dark blue velvet.** **Do NOT wear the hood.** PhDs carry their hood as you will be hooded on stage by the faculty advisor or the dept. chair.

**YES,** with your university hood. **Velvet goes on top** and is buttoned to their second shirt button. There is also a button in the back to connect. **The lower back portion should be flared as shown in image to the right.**

The fourragère is worn on the left shoulder. The large loop goes under the arm of the gown and the smaller loops laying on **top of the arm.** See image.

---

**CAP** - the cap is worn with the long point of the shell to the rear.